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Abstract. Computational approach plays an important role to pre-evaluate the interactions between
template and functional monomer, so that to choose functional monomer having stronger interactions with
template during synthesis of molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs). Hence template-monomer interactions
in pre-polymerization were mainly focused. In this paper, computational chemistry was applied to screen the
number of mol of functional monomer that interacts with one mol of template. Intermolecular interactions
between oxalic acid and acrylamide have been investigated. The binding energies �Ebind were calculated by
DFT (B3LYP) level of theory with the 6−31+G(d,p) basis set. It was found that four mol of acrylamide were
sufficient to interact with one mol of oxalic acid in the pre-polymerization mixture. Four possible conforma-
tions and frequency calculations were performed to locate minima. Oxalic acid specific bulk polymer was
obtained by the thermal initiated free radical co-polymerization of acrylamide and ethylene glycol dimethacry-
late with oxalic acid as template and acetonitrile as porogen. The synthesized MIP efficiently adsorbed oxalic
acid from aqueous solutions. The binding parameters of MIP and non-imprinted polymer (NIP) were compared
by Freundlich and Langmuir adsorption isotherms.
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1. Introduction

Molecular imprinting technology is a convenient
approach for preparing synthetic receptor that pos-
sesses user defined recognition properties (Wulff 1993:
Mosbach 1914). It involves, self assembled complexa-
tion of a substrate to functional monomers to form a
pre-polymer complex,1 which is ‘locked-in’ to place
by co-polymerization with an excess of cross linking
monomer.

Templates interact specifically with various func-
tional monomers in different way to make covalent,
non-covalent or semi-covalent complexes. The non-
covalent approach was introduced and further devel-
oped by Mosbach et al.2,3

Synthesis of MIP involves, dissolving the template
and functional monomer of particular ratio in a sol-
vent or porogen to form a pre-polymerization complex,
followed by addition of a crosslinker and an initiator.
After thermal or UV irradiated polymerization, the tem-
plate molecule is extracted, forming cavities comple-
mentary to the shape and size of the template in the
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polymer matrix. Thus, the MIP can selectively adsorb
the template molecule from structural analogues of the
template.4 The control polymer or NIP can be synthe-
sized in the same manner as MIP, but in the absence
of template. MIPs are capable of recognizing traces of
analytes in bio-fluids like blood, urine, etc. and there-
fore have been finding great application in different
fields such as solid phase extraction (SPE), biomimetic
assays, sensors and catalysis.5,6

Although, the synthesis of MIP looks quite easy, it
is difficult to screen out the best functional monomer
having more binding interactions with template. Com-
binatorial chemistry and molecular modelling are the
most promising tools for the development of MIPs with
enhanced recognition properties.7 But the former suf-
fers from waste of chemicals and time. Modelling of
template-functional monomer interactions by computa-
tional method is a successful approach towards more
rational designing of MIP.8–11

In this work, oxalic acid which is widely distributed
in various organisms, fungi, plants and animals was
selected as template. High levels of oxalic acid remove
calcium from blood with severe disturbances in the
activity of heart and neural system. It was found
that oxalic acid may cause digestive tract irritation,
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kidney damage and therefore there is an increasing
demand for its determination in biofluids.12–14 Since,
oxalic acid is highly hydrophilic [log KO/W = −0.7]
and extensively forms hydrogen bonding with aque-
ous media, computational methods were adopted to
achieve the best monomer-template interactions in pre-
polymerization mixture. Acrylamide can be used as a
functional monomer in polymerization reactions, when
the template has hydrogen bonding and acidic func-
tional groups as proved in case of galactose imprint-
ing.15,16 After optimization of template: functional
monomer ratio, two geometrical isomers of oxalic acid
viz., alpha and beta17 with two different conformations
of each isomer were optimized at DFT (B3LYP) level of
theory with 6-31G (d) basis set. The bonding energies
�EBind were calculated at B3LYP/6−31+G(d, p) level
of approximation. Furthermore, the hydrogen bonding
interactions between acrylamide and oxalic acid were
characterized by consideration of atomic charges and
IR frequencies.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Experimental methods

Acrylamide (ACR), Ethylene glycol dimethacrylate
(EGDMA) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Ace-
tonitrile and Oxalic acid were procured from Merck.
Azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) was supplied by Across
Organics and re-crystallized from methanol before use.
All chemicals were of analytical grade unless men-
tioned and all solutions are prepared in double distilled
water. Standard sieve of BSS number 200 was used to
get fine particles.

A Shimazdu model UV-1800 spectrophotometer
equipped with quartz cell of 1 cm path length was used

for recording absorbance spectra. Toshniwal pH meter
was used for measuring pH of the eluents.

2.2 Synthesis of oxalic acid imprinted polymer

and NIP

Oxalic acid imprinted polymer particles were prepared
by taking 0.25 mmol oxalic acid, 1.0 mmol of acry-
lamide (functional monomer), and 5 ml of acetonitrile
in 15 ml of glass vial. The contents were shaked well to
ensure formation of pre-polymerization complex. Sub-
sequently, 10 mmol of EGDMA (cross linker) and ini-
tiator AIBN (0.025 g) were added. The mixture was
purged with Nitrogen for 10 min to create inert atmo-
sphere. The vial was completely sealed and kept in
water bath at 55◦C for 12 h to complete polymerization
reaction. The control or non-imprinted polymer was
also prepared in the same manner but in the absence of
oxalic acid. The glass vial was broken to get the poly-
mer, washed with methanol to remove unreacted precur-
sors and dried. Then it was ground using mortar – pestle
and sieved with a standard sieve of size 75 microns to
get fine particles.

The fine particles of polymer were washed with dou-
ble distilled water to elute the template and then com-
plete elution of template was confirmed from the pH
of the eluent as well as by UV/VIS spectrophoto-
metry. The particles were dried under vacuum at 50◦C
overnight and then used for further studies. Figure 1
shows a schematic representation of molecular imprint-
ing step including polymer synthesis and template
removal.

2.3 Binding studies

The binding capacity of MIP and NIP were determined
by batch rebinding experiments. In the binding assay,

Figure 1. Schematic representation for the synthesis of oxalic acid imprinted polymer.
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0.1 g of MIP or NIP was added to the 20 ml aqueous
solution of the analyte of different concentrations and
stirred for 5 h at 25◦C. The polymer particles were fil-
tered off and the filtrate was analysed for oxalic acid by
UV/VIS spectrophotometer. The quantity of the bound
analyte was determined by the subtracting the equilib-
rium amount of template from initial quantity of tem-
plate. The experimental binding data were fitted to the
Freundlich and Langmuir adsorption models.

3. Computational methods

3.1 Geometry optimization and energy calculations

The three-dimensional structure of the monomer, tem-
plate and monomer-template complexes were built up
with the aid of AVOGADRO programme18 and pre-
optimized by MMFF19 force field applying its imple-
mentation in the Avogadro programme.20

The molecular geometries were optimized by using
density functional theory at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p)//
B3LYP/6-31G(d) level21,22 implemented in Gaussian
03.23

The optimizations were followed by computations
of the harmonic vibrational frequencies, so that to
check local minima and no imaginary frequencies
were obtained. Thus, the geometry and vibrational fre-
quencies of different possible forms α-OA-ACR and
β-OA-ACR for the hydrogen bond interactions among
α- and β- oxalic acid with acrylamide have been fully
optimized at B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of approximation.

The single point energies of each optimized confor-
mations were calculated by using B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p)
basis set. The minimum binding energies of one mol
of template: varying mol of functional monomer (1:
N ratio) are listed in table 1. The �E values were
calculated by using following equation.

�E = E(template − monomer) − E(template)

−�E(monomer)

The basis set superposition error (BSSE) which
often substantially affects the calculated stabilization
energies was corrected by means of the counterpoise
method.24,25

4. Results and discussions

4.1 Selection of proper functional monomer

Selection of suitable functional monomer plays an
important role in deciding binding capacity of MIPs.
Oxalic acid is a highly hydrophilic compound contain-
ing two carboxylic acidic groups can form six hydrogen
bonds. Acrylamide was chosen as functional monomer
which shows strong interactions with a molecule hav-
ing hydrogen bonding groups viz., acidic functional
groups.15 It gives good recognition properties espe-
cially in polar solvents.

4.2 Optimization of template: functional monomer

ratio

If excess mol of functional monomer are used, only spe-
cific number of mol reacts with template and rest which
remain as excess leads to non-specific binding26 and
hence decreases the binding capacity. So, first the num-
ber of moles of functional monomer that interacts with
one mol of template was optimized. From the results
(table 1), it can be concluded that order of the molecular
interaction is as follows: OA–AA (1:4) > OA–AA (1:3)
> OA–AA (1:2) > OA–AA (1:1). These results show
the complex in 1:4 ratio has highest binding energy and
thus leads to the formation of the most stable complex.

After optimization of template: monomer ratio, four
possible forms (cis-OA–AA (1–2) and trans-OA–AA
(1–2)) were optimized to know the most stable confor-
mation. It could be observed from table 2 that strong
interactions were found between trans-oxalic acid and
acrylamide (2) with �EBind −46.74 kcal/mol.

Table 1. Binding energies between template and the monomer(s).

Molecules Energy(Hartrees/particle) Interaction energya�E (kcal/mol)

Oxalic acid −378.3508 ---
Acrylamide(AA) −247.3193 ---
OA–AA −625.69296 −14.31(0.8283)
OA–(AA)2 −873.02680 −23.12(1.5173)
OA–(AA)3 1120.36518 −35.33(6.2750)
OA–(AA)4 −1367.69308 −40.81(3.7085)

aIn parentheses the corresponding values of BSSE correction for the interaction energy
are shown
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Table 2. Binding energies (�E) for cis oxalic acid-AA(1-2) and trans oxalic acid-
AA(1-2).

Compound Energy(Hartrees/particle) Interaction energya�E (kcal/mol)

Cis-OA–AA (1) −1367.68883 −38.14(2.5194)
Cis-OA–AA (2) −1367.69053 −39.206(2.8802)
Trans-OA–AA (1) −1367.68183 −33.747(2.8802)
Trans-OA–AA (2) −1367.70256 −46.749(3.4262)

aIn parentheses shows the corresponding values of BSSE correction for the interaction
energy

In non-covalent approach, even though the func-
tional monomer-template interact through ionic-bonds,
hydrogen bonding, dipole–dipole etc., hydrogen bond-
ing plays an important role in stabilizing the pre-
polymerization complex.27,28 The structure of all the
four studied complexes for 1:4 ratio are shown in
figure 2. It is evident from the structures that cis-OA–
AA(1–2) interacts with three acrylamide molecules and
one remains free but trans-OA–AA(2) interacts with
four functional monomer molecules. Trans-OA–AA(1)
shows hydrogen bonding with two functional monomer

molecules and the other two molecules has weaker
interactions between C=O of OA and N-H of AA
(distance between H35---O4 is 2.06 Å and for H42---
O3 is 2.09 Å), which indicates that four molecules of
acrylamide interacts with trans-OA(1).

4.2a Atomic charges: Table 3 summarizes atomic
charges in OA and AA. To avoid presenting a large
amount of data, only those atoms exhibiting significant
changes in their atomic charges after complexation are

Figure 2. Optimized structures showing hydrogen bonding for the four complexes,
cis-OA–AA (1–2) and trans-OA–AA (1–2) (Å).
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Table 3. Atomic charges in OA and AA before and after complex formation.

Atomic charges

Molecule Atom number Atom Individual Complex(1:1) Complex (1:4)

Oxalic acid 3 O −0.4104 −0.4828 −0.5871
4 O −0.4104 −0.4014 −0.6269
7 H 0.3792 0.3848 0.4828
8 H 0.3792 0.4004 0.4912

AA 28 O −0.5538 −0.6247 −0.6337
29 O −0.5538 --- −0.5956
33 H 0.2941 0.3095 0.4039
36 H --- --- 0.3999
38 H --- --- 0.3935
41 H --- --- 0.3712

shown in table 3. The atomic charges participating in
complex formation changed more significantly in com-
parison with those of other atoms. From these changes,
it was deduced that atoms of OA and AA are partic-
ipating in complex formation. Furthermore, to select
most stable complex, changes in the atomic charges
before interacting and after complex formation were
studied. As the interaction between monomer and tem-
plate become stronger, the change in atomic charges
increased. It is obvious that charge variation after com-
plex formation is more significant in (1:4) OA–AA than
in (1:1) OA–AA.

4.2b Simulated IR spectra: The simulated infrared
spectra computed at B3LYP/6-31G(d) for (1:4) trans-
OA–AA–2 and monomeric units are given for compari-
son (see supplementary information figure S1). The
most important change observed in the infrared spec-
tra upon 1:4 complex formation is crucial red shift
and this can be result of ν(N–H) stretching of the
four monomeric units of acrylamide at 2640 cm−1. The
adsorption due to the hydrogen bonded at O–H stretch
at 3421 cm−1 and a broad peak at 1650 cm−1 due to
hydrogen bonded C=O group in oxalic acid can be
observed. These adsorptions show red shift denoting
strong interactions between the four molecules of acry-
lamide and one molecule of oxalic acid (trans-OA–
AA–2) complex. The IR spectra of anhydrous oxalic
acid and trichloro acetic acid were studied by Adams
and Kims.29

4.3 Batch rebinding experiments

Two binding models (Freundlich and Langmuir adsorp-
tion models) were applied to study the binding charac-
teristics of MIP and NIP.

4.3a Freundlich adsorption isotherm: It is the most
commonly applied continuous distribution model. The
FI is a power function (Eq. (1)).

i.e., B = aFm, (1)

where the pre-exponential factor ‘a’ is measure of the
capacity (Nt) and average affinity (Ko) and m is the
heterogeneity index. The heterogeneity is inversely pro-
portional to m. The Freundlich equation can be rear-
ranged to a linear form

log B = m log F + log a. (2)

By plotting log B versus log F (see supplementary
information figure S2), the values of ‘m’ and ‘a’ can be
calculated from the slope and y-intercept respectively.

4.3b Langmuir adsorption isotherm: The Langmuir
isotherm (Eq. 3) is a discrete model that involves only
one type of binding site:

B =
NKC

1 + KC
, (3)

where K is a adsorption constant and N is the total6
number of binding sites. The Langmuir isotherm equa-
tion (4) can be easily transformed into a linear form as
follows.

1

B
=

1

N K C
+

1

N
. (4)

The plot between 1/B versus 1/C for the oxalic acid
imprinted polymer is shown in supplementary informa-
tion (figure S3).

The binding isotherms were fitted to the two models
and the results are reported in supplementary informa-
tion table S1.
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5. Conclusions

Quantum chemical calculation at B3LYP level of theo-
ry with the 6-31G∗ basis set were applied for the opti-
mization of oxalic acid: acrylamide mol ratio in the
pre-polymerization process. It was found that 1:4 tem-
plate monomer ratio is the best configuration. The
hydrogen bonding interactions between acrylamide as
monomer and cis-, trans-oxalic acid as templates in
MIP preparation were studied. More favoured inter-
actions were found for the trans-oxalic acid form, in
which carboxylic acid groups of one carbon are ori-
ented in the same side of amide group of monomer. The
trans-OA–AA–2 complex is the most stabilized com-
plex with binding energy of −46.749 kcal/mol, which
are corrected by taking into account the basis set super
station error. From these results, oxalic acid MIP with
1:4 oxalic acid: acrylamide mole ratio was synthe-
sized by bulk polymerization method. Batch rebinding
experiments were performed. The maximum adsorp-
tion capacity, equilibrium constant and binding affinity
were obtained by Langmuir and Freundlich adsorption
isotherm models. The synthesized MIP exhibits spe-
cific molecular recognition ability towards the template
molecule.
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